The active site of multicellular RNA polymerases have a "trigger loop" (TL) that 24 multitasks in substrate selection, catalysis, and translocation. To dissect the 25 Saccharomyces cerevisiae RNA polymerase II TL at individual-residue resolution, we 26 quantitatively phenotyped nearly all TL single variants en masse. Three major mutant 27 classes, revealed by phenotypes linked to transcription defects or various stresses, have 28 distinct distributions among TL residues. We find that mutations disrupting an intra-TL 29 hydrophobic pocket, proposed to provide a mechanism for substrate-triggered TL folding 30 through destabilization of a catalytically inactive TL state, confer phenotypes consistent 31 with pocket disruption and increased catalysis. Furthermore, allele-specific genetic 32 interactions among TL and TL-proximal domain residues support the contribution of the 33 funnel and bridge helices (BH) to TL dynamics. Our structural genetics approach 34 incorporates structural and phenotypic data for high-resolution dissection of transcription 35 mechanisms and their evolution, and is readily applicable to other essential yeast 36 proteins. 37 38 39 RNA polymerase II (Pol II) synthesizes all eukaryotic mRNA. Structural studies of 40 Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sce) Pol II have illuminated mechanisms of transcription 1-6 , 41 especially RNA synthesis. RNA synthesis occurs through iterative nucleotide addition 42 cycles (NACs): selection of correct substrate nucleoside triphosphate (NTP), catalysis of 43 phosphodiester bond formation, and enzyme translocation to the next template position.
conditions (Spt -, MPA S , Gal R ) and stress conditions exhibiting allele-specific 142 discrimination ability. Phenotypic score was estimated from the change of allele 143 frequency normalized to WT, as is standard for previous mutational scanning studies 43- 144 46 . Quantitative phenotypic scores of the 50 mutants from the high-throughput 145 phenotyping were consistent with semi-quantitative growth scores derived from standard 146 phenotyping (Fig. 2c, supplementary Fig. 2) , validating our approach.
148
The Pol II TL fitness landscape
149
The TL is highly conserved, especially in the NIR, the loop tip residue (Rpb1 G1088) and 150 several TL C-terminal residues (Fig. 3a) . Highly conserved residues are predicted to be 151 critical for protein function, thus substitutions are expected to confer fitness defects and 152 be selected against. We first sought to evaluate general fitness defects of observed TL 153 singly-substituted variants (termed "fitness landscape"), both in the presence of WT 154 RPB1 (Fig. 3b ) and upon removal of WT RPB1 (Fig. 3c) . Notably, TL NIR and loop tip 155 substitutions conferred large fitness defects in general, while most perturbations in the 156 similarly conserved C-terminal residues did not confer severe growth defects (Fig. 3b,   157 3c). This observation highlights that conservation does not necessarily reflect sensitivity 158 to perturbations, and TL fitness landscape can further distinguish extremely highly 159 conserved TL residues, as discussed below:
161
First, substitutions in the NIR (Rpb1 1077-1085) generally conferred both fitness defects 162 ( Fig. 3c ) and apparent dominance (Fig. 3b ). Observed fitness defects were consistent 163 with previous observations that several NIR mutants render Pol II slow in elongation in 164 vitro and cause fitness defect in vivo 11, 36 . Slowly elongating Pol II may engender clashes 165 with WT Pol II on genes in vivo, consistent with the observed dominance in most NIR 166 variants, and consistent with TL variants being assembled into Pol II complexes to 167 interfere with WT Pol II function. Second, substitutions within the alanine-glycine linker 168 (Rpb1 1087-1088) almost universally conferred lethality or severe growth defects. A Pol 169 II structure with closed TL 4 reveals that A1087 and G1088 are in a tight pocket between 170 the funnel and bridge helices, presumably necessitating small side-chain residues 171 ( Supplementary Fig. 3a ). To determine the extent of spatial constraint, we individually 172 assessed the fitness of AG swapping variants and small hydrophobic valine substitutions 173 ( Fig. 3d) . Notably, all the swapping variants (A1087G, G1088A and A1087G/G1088A) 174 were lethal ( Fig. 3d ). While G1088V is lethal, A1087V is severely sick but viable ( Fig.   175 3d), suggesting extremely high spatial constraint but differential tolerability for the two 176 residues. This pocket/TL interaction is only observed in the closed TL 4 but not in any of 177 the open states 51 , suggesting function in stabilizing the active, closed TL conformation 178 for promoting catalysis. Consistent with disruption of the pocket/TL interaction and the 179 closed TL state, we observed LOF phenotypes for A1087V (Gal R , slight MPA R ) ( Fig. 3e ).
180
Finally, substitutions in the conserved C-terminal helix, though not strongly defective in 181 general fitness, might have transcription defects and were further characterized 182 (discussed below).
184
Novel TL NIR mutants allow mechanistic insights
185
The TL fitness landscape identified residues highly sensitive to perturbations, while also 186 revealing variants in NIR residues previously known to be difficult to viably substitute.
187
We highlight L1081 and H1085 as two examples. L1081 directly interacts with the base 188 of matched NTPs 4 , and the equivalent residues in Eco and Taq RNAPs are important for 189 substrate selection or catalysis 7,9 . L1081 is the most sensitive to perturbations among 190 the hyper-conserved NIR. All previously tested L1081 variants were lethal 36 , though 191 viable substitutions were identified for all other NIR residues. Furthermore, GOF allele for tested L1081 substitutions. In our TL fitness landscape, almost all L1081 variants 194 were indeed predicted to be lethal based on our fitness threshold ( Fig. 3c ). L1081M 195 conferred a severe growth defect, but was predicted to be just above the viable 196 threshold ( Fig. 3c ). To validate this prediction, we constructed L1081M for direct 197 analysis, and found that L1081M was indeed viable yet severely sick ( Fig. 3d ).
198
Furthermore, L1081M conferred Gal R and slight MPA R phenotypes, consistent with other 199 LOF mutants ( Fig. 3e ). Eukaryotic multi-subunit RNA Polymerases share a stringent 
207
H1085 interacts with the β-phosphate of the matched NTP 4 , and has been implicated in 208 substrate selection, catalysis, intrinsic cleavage and PPi release 28,52 . We previously 209 constructed several H1085 variants (A/N/D/F were lethal, K/R/W/Y caused severe 210 growth defects, Q caused slight growth defect 11, 36, 40 ), suggesting that some polar or 211 positively charged residues, but not a hydrophobic phenylalanine or alanine, could 212 partially complement loss of the histidine 36 . Here, we found that H1085L was viable and 213 healthy in the fitness landscape ( Fig. 3c ), and validated it with individual mutant analysis 214 ( Fig. 3d ). While H1085L conferred slight MPA R and Gal R phenotypes, consistent with 215 other LOF mutants ( Fig. 3e) , it also conferred a slight Sptdefect, suggesting distinct 216 defects from most other NIR mutants and all known LOF mutants. This observation 217 alters our understanding of the likely bounds of active site chemistry (see discussion).
219
There are at least three distinguishable TL mutant classes
220
The overall TL fitness landscape revealed the essentiality of almost all single substitution 221 TL variants in standard growth medium, but could not indicate the nature of 222 transcriptional defects, as we had previously found that both LOF and GOF alleles 223 conferred growth defects. Therefore, we sought to determine the phenotypic outcome of 224 the TL variants for the transcription-related Gal R , MPA S and Sptphenotypes as well as 225 for a variety of stress conditions (termed "phenotypic landscape").
227
Hierarchical clustering of the phenotypic landscape for 412 TL variants passing fitness 228 filters revealed three mutant classes with distinct features (Fig. 4a, 4b ). Class 1 mutants 229 generally conferred strong Gal R phenotype yet were Spt + , and in some cases were also 230 slightly MPA R relative to WT, consistent with previously characterized LOF mutants. We 231 also identified high formamide sensitivity as a new signature phenotype for Class 1 232 mutants. Class 2 mutants showed generally weaker Gal R , slight formamide resistance, 233 but do not confer strong phenotypes otherwise, representing a novel TL mutant class yet 234 to be biochemically characterized. Class 3 mutants generally conferred Gal R , Sptand Functional contribution of TL residues in different states and substrate-induced 243 TL closing mechanism
244
The distributions within different mutant classes predict distinct functional contributions 245 of TL residues to TL dynamics. Perturbations predicted to bias the TL towards the active, 246 closed TL state have been shown to result in GOF, whereas destabilization of the closed 247 TL state generally leads to LOF 8, 11, 12, 16, 36 . Therefore, distributions of Class 1 (LOF) and 248 Class 3 (GOF) mutants predict alterations to TL dynamics, as follows:
250
Class 1 (LOF) mutants included most variants from F1086, V1089, V1094 and P1099 251 ( Fig. 4c, left ), suggesting functions of these residues in stabilizing the closed TL. F1086 252 and V1089 are both proximal to multiple funnel helix residues when TL is closed 4,17 , 253 while F1086 was proposed to orient H1085 for correct substrate interaction 17 . Therefore, 254 alteration of these interactions may disrupt the closed TL state and result in LOF.
255
Alternatively, recent Pol II structures revealed potential function of F1086-V1089 256 interaction in TL closing dynamics ( Supplementary Fig. 3b ). V1089 forms a backbone- Fig. 5b) . Notably, GOF phenotypes were observed for a large number of variants in 280 pocket residues. Among them, we observed almost universal GOF phenotypes for 281 G1097 variants, but not the extreme fitness defects found for the previously observed 282 GOF variant G1097D. We individually phenotyped ten G1097 variants from the 283 traditional screening and confirmed this observation ( Supplementary Fig. 3e ). Together, 284 these results are consistent with the hydrophobic pocket stabilizing the inactive, open TL 285 and providing a plausible mechanism for substrate-induced TL closing where a single 286 residue, M1079, can act as linchpin for the entire TL through a network of interactions.
288
Identification of stress conditions that alter transcription in vivo 289 GOF and LOF TL variant classes have distinct stress response profiles. In general, 290 compared to LOF variants, GOF mutants are more sensitive to Mn 2+ , caffeine and 291 cycloheximide yet more resistant to hydroxyurea and formamide (Fig. 4d ). The allele-292 specific Mn 2+ response amplified our previous observation that GOF E1103G was highly sensitive to Mn 2+ while the LOF H1085Y was resistant to Mn 2+ , and Mn 2+ effects on both 294 mutants were suppressed by Mg 2+ supplementation 52 . The TL phenotypic landscape 295 showed that this Mn 2+ response was general and class-specific for GOF and LOF 296 mutants ( Fig. 4d ). To validate this observation, we individually analyzed seven additional 297 variants (two LOF and five GOF) for Mn 2+ sensitivity in the presence or absence of Mg 2+
298
supplementation. Notably, all tested LOF mutants conferred Mn 2+ resistance while all 299 tested GOF mutants conferred Mn 2+ hypersensitivity (Fig. 4e ). Allele-specific Mn 2+ 300 responses could be suppressed by Mg 2+ supplementation (Fig. 4e ). Mn 2+ has been 301 shown to stimulate transcriptional activity while compromising fidelity in vitro 53,54 . Our alter Mn 2+ levels apart from supplementing medium. Our prior high throughput genetic 311 interaction analyses of Pol II mutants showed that pmr1∆ strongly interacts with Pol II 312 mutants in a highly allele-specific fashion, suggesting an intimate relationship between 313 increased cellular Mn 2+ levels and altered transcription activity. Here we find that pmr1∆ 314 also shifted ADH1 TSSs upstream ( Fig. 4f ). While Mn 2+ may have other indirect affects 315 on Pol II mutants, these observations support direct effects of Mn 2+ on Pol II transcription 316 activity in vivo, raising the possibility that other allele-specific stress conditions (e.g.
317
formamide) may also directly alter transcription in vivo.
319

Functional contributions of the TL tip region
320
The TL tip region (Rpb1 1090-1096) is a random-coil region that forms an α-helical 321 structure when the TL is closed, and helical formation has been proposed to assist TL 322 closing 8,17,42 . Mejia et al characterized two Eco RNAP TL tip mutants I1134V and 323 G1136S (Equivalent to Sce Pol II V1094 and S1096) with slightly decreased or 324 increased transcription activity, respectively 42 . These results were interpreted as I1134V 325 and G1136S substitutions decreasing or increasing the helical propensity and thus 326 disfavoring or favoring TL closing 42 . Sce Pol II contains each of these variants as the WT 327 residue, therefore individual substitutions to the E. coli variants (V1094I and S1096G) 328 would be predicted to confer opposite phenotypes under the helical propensity model.
329
However, V1094I and S1096G did not confer clear phenotypes consistent with either 330 GOF or LOF ( Fig. 4b ), failing to support the helical propensity model. We asked if the 331 proposed correlation from Eco RNAP studies was a general property for TL substitutions 332 in this region, if extended to more than two substitutions. Our data, calculated from 122 333 variants, fail to support a general correlation between helical propensity and predicted 334 catalytic activity for Pol II substitutions in this region ( Supplementary Fig. 6a ). As 335 discussed above, V1094 may be involved in interaction with BH residue K830, and LOF 336 in most V1094 variants may result from disrupted BH/TL coordination. Therefore, we 337 repeated the analyses excluding V1094 variants, yet still failed to observe a correlation 338 ( Supplementary Fig. 6a ). We cannot rule out contributions of helical propensity in this 339 region to TL function; however, we did not find compelling or widespread evidence for it.
341
A number of recent studies have suggested potential functions of the TL tip region in 
361
Functional interactions among residues can be explored by the similarity between single 362 substitution variants and the phenotypes of double mutants. We first sought evidence 363 that variants in the potential interaction partners could confer similar GOF or LOF 364 phenotypes. In the simulation, K1092 switched interaction partners between two funnel 365 helix residues D716 and E712 17 , and other charged residues were either observed or 366 simulated to interact with S1091, K1092 or K1093 (Fig. 5a ). Therefore, we constructed a 367 panel of mutants in the residues D716, E712, R1281, E1307, and D1309 for phenotypic 368 analyses. Notably, we observed GOF phenotypes (Mn S and MPA S ) in E1307K but not 369 E1307A, suggesting that E1307K gained an interfering interaction to destabilize the 370 open TL state. Furthermore, we observed the Gal R phenotype in D716A ( Fig. 5d , 371 Supplementary Fig. 6f ), consistent with LOF. D716K and E712A were lethal ( Fig. 5d ,
372
Supplementary 6b, 6c), but their defects were further explored by double mutant 373 analyses (discussed below). Together, both GOF and LOF variants were observed in the 374 TL tip proximal residues, consistent with roles in regulating TL dynamics.
376
To further dissect functional relationships, we phenotyped double mutants from potential 377 interaction partners, and observed a number of genetic interactions ( 
397
The BH is a strikingly conserved structural domain of multisubunit RNA polymerases 398 spanning the wide central cleft between polymerase "jaws", adjacent to the active site 399 and proximal to the TL 1,60,61 . Although BH is a straight helix in most published structures 1-400 6 , some Thermus thermophilus RNAP structures reveal a bent BH conformation 401 proposed to support translocation 60 . This BH bending mechanism was supported by a 402 number of simulation studies but has never been directly tested 1,24,60-62 . In the archaea 
409
To explore the functional consequence of BH kinking in Sce Pol II, we constructed and 410 phenotyped BH mutants analogous to the characterized GOF and LOF variants in Mja 411 RNAP. Notably, Sce T834 and other BH C-terminal hinge substitutions conferred in vivo 412 phenotypes consistent with the altered transcriptional activities in Mja RNAP (Fig. 6a ),
413
and we directly confirmed the altered activity of T834 variants in vitro (Fig. 6b ). In Fig. 7a ). Furthermore, M818S and M818Y, although viable, did not confer any clear 418 phenotypes (Fig. 6a ). Therefore, we further assessed the functional interplay between 419 BH and TL by double mutant analyses, including BH variants (M818S/Y, T834A/P) and 420 TL substitutions covering a range of altered transcriptional activities ( Fig. 6f-i) . Notably, 421 the GOF BH variant T834P, along with M818S and M818Y, were mutually suppressive 422 with biochemically strong LOF TL variants (Fig. 6c, 6d, 6f ), revealing both additive 423 behavior between BH and TL for some combinations, and cryptic phenotypes for 424 M818S/Y. The LOF BH variant T834A also suppressed GOF TL variants (Fig. 6e ).
425
However, the additive interactions (exacerbation, synthetic lethality) we observed for 426 GOF BH and TL double mutants were in contrast to the epistasis for Mja RNAP 62 .
428
Multiple lines of evidence suggested additional, specific defects exist in BH mutants, 429 beyond simple cooperation with the TL. First, M818P lethality could not be suppressed 430 by all tested TL variants ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ), which cover a wide range of 431 transcriptional activities. Second, suppression between BH and TL mutants of different 432 biochemical classes (GOF/LOF) was partial and not as strong as previously observed 433 intra-TL suppression. Third, GOF M818S, M818Y and T834P variants appeared to 434 exhibit activity-dependent genetic interactions with TL variants. BH GOF variants 435 suppressed strong LOF TL variants Q1078S and H1085Y but failed to suppress, or even 436 exacerbated slightly LOF TL variants H1085Q and F1086S (Fig. 6c, 6d, 6f and compromised translocation (Fig. 6a) . Notably, GOF T834P was suppressed by 442 Y836A/H (Fig. 6f) , consistent with T834P conferring TL independent fast translocation 443 defect, suppressible by Y836A/H.
445
Context dependence of TL function
We previously observed that E1103G, a GOF allele in Sce Pol II, caused LOF in Pol I,
447
highlighting divergent contributions of active site residues in different enzymatic 448 contexts 41 . We also observed that Pol I TL and L1081M (in this study) were functionally 449 impaired in the Pol II context. We next sought to determine the functional compatibility of 450 other evolutionary TL variants in the Sce Pol II context, using our fitness and phenotypic 451 landscape (Fig. 7) . Most tested evolutionary TL variants did not confer fitness defects, 452 though several did (Fig. 7a ). Furthermore, some variants, although compatible for 453 general growth, conferred transcription-related phenotypes and could be further 454 classified by phenotypic landscape (Fig. 7b) . These observations further demonstrate 455 that the evolution of TL function is shaped by likely epistasis between the TL and 456 proximal domains.
458
We next asked what substitutions might underlie the large difference in compatibility of 
467
Since three evolutionarily observed variants with LOF phenotypes were all localized in 468 the TL tip, we examined the difference between Pol I and Pol II structures for the TL tip 469 proximal domains 51,65 . The Pol I funnel helix appears to impose less constraint than the 470 Pol II funnel helix ( Fig. 7c ), suggesting that Pol I controls its TL with a distinct network of 
493
The major function of the TL is to link substrate recognition to catalysis, and is also 494 proposed to gate translocation such that translocation probability is linked to 495 phosphodiester bond formation. Critical to this recognition is that a substrate be 496 positioned correctly by base-pairing to the DNA template, and that the 2'-OH allows that the Q1078-substrate interaction releases the adjacent M1079 from its intra-TL 499 hydrophobic pocket, and to trigger the TL closing 51 . In this study, we show a great 500 number of variants from the pocket residues A1076, M1079, G1097, L1101 causing 501 GOF, providing evidence that disruption of the hydrophobic pocket destabilizes the 502 open, inactive TL state, resulting in GOF. Additionally, while the TL shows incredibly 503 high evolutionary conservation for a number of residues, prior work indicated alteration 504 of ultra-conserved residues in different RNA polymerases could have distinct effects, 505 suggesting the importance of the evolved context within each enzyme 11, 36, 41 . Here, we 506 evaluate many evolutionarily observed eukaryotic TL variants in the Sce Pol II system, 507 and discover a number of functionally impaired TL variants. Our results highlight that TL 508 proximal domains may impose constraint and possibly also allow functional 509 diversification in the molecular evolution of highly conserved TL by epistatic interactions.
511
The characterization of the unexpectedly healthy H1085L variant clouds the issue of how 19, 20 , and whether or not H1085 or 520 analogous residues act as a general acid remains controversial in different 521 RNAPs 4,7,9,52,67 . Function of H1085L in all of these steps remains to be determined, but 522 its phenotype suggests that function of H1085 as a general acid may be entirely 523 bypassed.
525
The established TL phenotypic landscape can be further explored to study intra-and 
528
Some TL residues can be functionally overlapping acting at similar steps, or functionally 529 discrete acting at distinct steps. For example, combination of LOF mutations in Q1078,
530
N1082 and a TL-proximal residue N479 resulted in non-additive genetic interaction, 531 suggesting functionally overlapping roles of these residues. In contrast, combination of 532 variants from Q1078 (or N1082) and H1085 resulted in exacerbation or synthetic 533 lethality, suggesting independent functions 36 . Coupled with structures of partially folded 534 TL states, these genetic studies support the functional distinction between NIR residues 535 and a multi-step TL folding model for the promotion of catalysis 36 . Here, we have 536 identified many more predicted GOF and LOF TL variants (Fig. 4b) , some of which are 537 predicted to confer epistatic interactions (e.g. F1086 and V1089). We expect the 538 phenotypic landscape of a multiply-substituted TL library to be extremely informative for 539 understanding functional relationship between TL residues.
541
Second, the TL phenotypic landscape is an extremely sensitive readout for assessing 
549
Perturbations of this communication may alter TL dynamics and cause allele-specific 550 genetic interactions (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ). Specifically, an external perturbation by a relevant 551 factor or Pol II TL distant domain may show epistasis or synergy only with specific TL 552 alleles of a class (either LOF or GOF), whereas a non-interacting factor may not. Finally, 553 similar perturbation of the TL phenotypic landscape by different factors would suggest 554 functional similarity between them, thus clustering of phenotypic landscape changes 555 upon different perturbations is expected to provide valuable insight.
557
The TL phenotypic landscape, along with our previous work 36 , illustrates a strategy of 558 utilizing in vivo genetic reporters or stress response profiles to distinguish a large 559 number of mutants with distinct in vivo defects. As discussed above, the phenotypic 560 landscape sheds light on functional contribution of TL residues to its dynamics, to the 561 mechanism of catalysis and to the evolutionary constraints of the TL sequence and 
603
Pol II enzymes were purified via a tandem-affinity tag (TAP) protocol derived from 70 with 604 modifications described in 11 . Transcription elongation reactions were performed with Pol 605 II elongation complexes assembled on a nucleic acid scaffold, in a procedure described 606 in 11 with slight modifications in the amount of Pol II and nucleic acids as described in 51 .
607
For each enzyme, elongation assays were performed with 25µM, 125µM, 500µM and 608 750µM NTPs (each of ATP, GTP, CTP, UTP), and maximal elongation rates were 609 extracted exactly as previously described 11 . 610 611 ADH1 transcription start site selection was analyzed by primer extension. In brief, 612 indicated strains were grown in YPD until mid-log phase (~1*10 7 cells/mL), and diluted 613 with YPD with 10mM MnCl 2 or equal volume of H 2 O. Total RNA was extracted as 614 described 71 , and 30µg of total RNA was subject to primer extension analysis, following a 615 protocol derived from 72 with modifications described in 36 . 
617
High-throughput phenotypic analyses of the TL variants library
